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Presidents Piece

S

eptember has been a big month with lots of activities at the field, three state events have been flown
with good turnouts for all of them. Some had better luck than others, there are full reports further in
the Geezer. Along with the events at our field we made an impact at Tarmac club at their annual Phantom
challenge, again it was a great day with some inter club banter as well as being a load of fun. There would
have been a dozen models flown on the day with a vast variety of engines.
Thanks to rob Rowson and helpers for mowing the field before the duration event earlier in September, this
made things a bit easier for takeoff and is greatly appreciated. I arrived at the field to see Rob with sweated
brow and a large patch of grass already mowed well ahead of the comp start time.
The cattle seem to like the mowed patch as well and unfortunately have created havoc with the mats and
made many deposits across the area, it is advisable pack a shovel as well as your model to clear up the
area as some deposits are very large and could easily damage things on landing. We still have the mesh
sheets behind the pit area and I will bring down the cable to tow them around before the next event which
will spread the cow pats and fertilise the grass at the same time.
The next few months will be just as busy with a number of comps still to be run including the annual Tomboy
Challenge. If you haven't got a Tomboy then get to it! The Tomboy event is a lot of fun, both electric and IC
events will be run with some “truly want to have” perpetual trophies to be won. The event will as usual be
a part of the international postal event hosted by our friends at SAM2001 in Italy.
Keep them in the air.
Dicko
Right - The locals enjoyed
our pit mats and left their
appreciation.
Below - Hoops applies his
cattle whispering skills.
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WA Model Aero Club inc.
WAMAC Minutes of

general meeting held on: 11th September 2015

Held at: 20 Granville way, Willeton
Meeting started at: 8pm with the president Ian Dixon in the chair.
Members present: P.Baartz, I.Dixon, R.Rowson, G.McLure, M.Butcher, B.Slyns-Daniels
Apologies: H.VanLeeuwen, G.Cooke, R.Bovell
Visitors:
Correspondence inwards: Various newsletters
Correspondence outwards: Geezer and other newsletters to mailing list.
.
Treasurers report: Balance: $16,785.72 15 members and 6 associates
Minutes of previous meeting: were confirmed as circulated to members.
Business arising:
General Business: A suggestion from Brett Slyns-Daniels that the club conduct a one design or one designer rally type event. Brett will bring a suggestion with more detail to the next meeting.
Busy Bee at the field this Sunday, early.
Next competitions: AWA Duration 13th Sept. AWA Standard Duration 20th Sept.
Competition results
			

Meeting Closed at: 8.21pm.
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Paul Baartz Shield 2015

The SAM270 Facebook page is up and running. Just
click the logo above and hit “Like” when the page
comes up so you can see all the action around the club

Editor’s bit ...
Greetings all !!
As you can see we have quite a large issue this
month. Thanks to all our contributors for sending
in their reports and photos.

SAM number Name		
Club Points
				
2706		R McDonald		35		
27017		I Dixon			16
27023		G McLure		13
27021		K Hooper		9
2701		P Baartz		9
27028		R Silbereisen		8
2704		T Latto			5
27022		R Sherburn		5
27036		E Mitchell		4		
27024		R Sutherland		3
2703		R Rowson		2		
27027		M Butcher		2		
27014		
H Van Leeuwen
2		
27029		C Edwards		2
27015		G Cook		1
27025		L Isitt			1		
2702		P Spencer		0
27010		G Eyres		0
2701		
R Hoogenkamp
0
27012		G Dickens		0
27013		A Trott			0
27016		J Voak			0
27019		R Bovell		0
27020		C Behr			0
27026		
B Slyns-Daniels
0		
27031		G Car			0
27033		B Edwards		0
Updated results not available at time of
publication - ed.

In this issue we have kicked off a Members Profile
page. We hope to continue this with each edition
featuring a different member of SAM 270. Thanks
to Graeme Cooke (Cookie) for taking the plunge
with the first profile.
Cheers,
Michael Butcher
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p

Member Profile #1.
Member profile
Graeme Cooke
Aus 30875
Morley WA
Photo left: – C/L Blue Pants with
ED Racer – built by myself, for our
good friend Dick Gibbs (which I later
bought it from his estate).

I

started aero modelling around 13 years of
age, with simple free flight gliders and an Aeroflyte Mustang P51D control line model, before
progressing onto a 3 channel R/C Hustler (on
27Mhz) in the late 70’s.

I dabble in C/L speed, pulsejet, and sport control
line models and have assisted with the growth
and consolidation of the Whiteman Park control
line facility.
These days, mid fifties, I am time poor and only
make it to the field on odd occasions, to partake
in our beloved sport.

As a young teenager, I would call past the toy
shop on the way home to collect “Faulty” Cox
plastic C/L models, take them home, prove they
ran and return to toy shop, in return they would
give great discounts on kits and parts.

The hard thing for me is to let go of old faithful
models – now warped and twisted from old age
– a little like their owner, you go to the field with
best intentions – only to spend a frustrating few
hours trying to get the model flying and when you
do, working hard to keep it in the air?

Living in Northam offered the luxury of flying
most of the weekend, by simply moving paddocks or flight line as the wind and cropping cycles changed, consuming litres of fuel punching
holes in the sky with basic R/C sports models,
gliders and an assortment of free flight models.

The few newer models or pre-owned beauties I
own, like the Electric Flamingo, which are straight
and true, always fly well and put a smile on a few
faces.

In the late 80’s I was introduced to the Old Timer scene, which saw me taking part in State
and National competitions, including a trip to
Waikerie Nationals combined with a visit to the
10th Canowindra SAM championships and a rekindling of free flight activities.

My other passion is Motorcycles – Touring the
country, camping and enjoying the stars along
the way.
If you are bored or looking for something to fill
your time, give me a call, I have a list of models
waiting to be built or completed.

During the late 80’s, I served on the AWA committee as Vice president and represented AWA at
WAMASC meetings as the AWA delegate.

Remember, Every landing is a good landing.

I moved to Morley in 2001, which allowed me to
maintain closer contact with a few fellow flyers.
I have been a member of WA Model Aero Club
for many years, and since getting back into control line around 2007, an active member of CLAW
and Mercurians.

Graeme Cooke
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OT Duration - WA State report from Ian Dixon.

T

he morning was almost perfect weather wise with most putting in good score for the first flight but as the
morning progressed a cold wind from the south started to blow making it a little more difficult to obtain a
max. Those who managed to get height where in the best spot as the air was buoyant and not so turbulent
as it was lower down.
Six starters braved the day with bombers making
up half the entries. We would have had seven entries but the Kerswap Dicko loaned Rob Rowson
was seconded after Dicko had problems with his
YS63 in his new stardust special.
Greg McClure was unfortunate to crash just after
take-off on his first light when his motor stopped
at low altitude breaking his gull fuselage in half
when his model hit the ground wing tip first and
cartwheeled, putting him out of the comp.
Paul Baartz put in some good times managing to
achieve two maxes over the four flights. Hoops
unfortunately managed to avoid lift but still recorded some reasonable times.

Big Mac tuning up ...

Ray Silbereisen is developing his competitive side and flew well but only managed to record 3 flights due
to minor damage but serious enough to be a workshop repair rather than fixing at the field.
Big Mac managed to fall just
short on maxes only managing
two but had good times for the
others putting him in a competitive position.
Dicko despite having problems
with his new model managed
to achieve three maxes with
his trusty Kerswap putting him
I the box seat. A great morning with much banter, as is the
norm at our comps, thanks to
all who helped out with time
keeping and particularly to Rob
Rowson who got there at 7-30
with his lawn mower and turned
a rough paddock into a flying
field, thank you Mr Rowson.
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
6th

Ian Dixon (Dicko)			
Rod McDonald (Big Mac ) 		
Paul Baartz				
Keven Hooper (Hoops)		
Ray Silbereisen			
Greg McCLure (Fish hook)		

Kerswap		
Foot Westener
85% Bomber		
85% Bomber		
85% Bomber 		
Gull			
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ASP61 4 stroke		
ASP61 4 Stroke		
Saito 63 4 Stoke		
ASP61 4 Stroke		
OS 40 4Stroke		
Saito 40 4 stroke		

1260
1231
1194
1092
1024
DNF
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OT Duration - WA State
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Standard Duration - AWA State report from Paul Baartz.

T

he 2015 state champs for Standard Duration was
held at Oakford on Sunday 20th September.
The weather was typically spring weather being fine
and cool with a south to southwest breeze, which
was very cool and varying from slight to moderate in
strength.
Seven entries were received, the most popular power
plant was the good old reliable OS Max 40H, and all
put in at least one flight.
Greg McLure could not coax reasonable performance
from his engine and surrendered after one short flight.
Ray Silbereisen was experiencing difficulties with
his engine and persisted manfully but a reasonable
score evaded him.
Kevin Hooper had an engine, which performed erratically and even though he could not secure a maximum flight returned a reasonable score for fifth place.
Ian Dixon with his 85% Bomber was uncharacteristically having difficulties achieving a max and finished
in fourth place.
Ray Sherburn scored two maximum flights, which put
him into third place.
Only two flyers made the fly-off with three maxes.
The fly-off was an anti-climax as Rod McDonald’s
Westerner performed a ground loop on release and
the engine stopped in this manoeuvre.
This left Paul Baartz with his Playboy only needing to
land in the designated area to score the win.

1st Place
2nd Place
3rd Place
4th Place
5th Place
6th place
7th Place

Paul Baartz		
Rod McDonald
Ray Sherburn		
Ian Dixon		
Ray Silbereisen
Keven Hooper		
Greg McClure		

Playboy		
Westerner		
Playboy		
85% Bomber		
85% Bomber		
Playboy Cabin		
Gull			
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OS40H
OS40H
OS40H
OS40H
OS40H
KB40		
Fox40		

900 +65
900 + 0
876
863
383
185
65
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Standard Duration - AWA State
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1/2a Electric - report by Ian Dixon.

S

even entries braved the day with some mixed results.

Greeted with cow pats as far as the eye could see the first hour of the morning was spent clearing the
landing area and pits of the cattle deposits. By the time we had this done the breeze had started to gain
in strength and by the time we actually started the event it was blowing. These conditions made getting a
usually easy max rather difficult with most of the battery capacity being used up in simply keeping up wind.
Big Mac had a senior moment and packed the wrong wing for his RC 1 but fortunately Paul Baartz came
to the rescue with a spare enabling Rod to fly. Two waves of flyers got away for the first round with three
models crashing due to turbulence or simply being blown backwards behind the pit area. After this there
was enough timekeepers to allow the rest of the competitors to fly as one group.
Round two saw only one pilot get the required max with the rest of the field running out of battery life. After
round three it was declared to windy to continue and the scores calculated on the three flights flown. The
damaged models were far and wide, unfortunately for our editor the hatch came off his model followed soon
after by his battery pack with unfortunate results.
Only Richard Sutherland managed to achieve three maxes to take out the event with Dicko coming in second place and Hoops in third.
Despite the terrible conditions and smelling like cow #%£¥ all enjoyed the morning with the usual insults
thrown at each other.
Dicko

Ray checks the wind - there was no shortage.

Winners circle - Richard, Dicko and Hoops.

1/2a mass launch.

Big Mac about to launch the editors Kerswap.
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PHANTOM DAY 2015

T

he annual Phantom day was at Lumen Christie, the home of
TARMAC club on the 26th September with a reasonable turnout. All four classes where run some pilots flying in multiple classes
making for a hectic day of spinning on the spot. Some pilots who
hadn't flown controline models continued to stager in circles even
after the model had landed with One old geezer putting on a perfect drunk comedian impression before falling to the ground after
his flight.
Class one was a contest between the mighty Mills 1.3 flown by
Dizzy Rowson and the legendary ED comp special by dancing on
the spot Dicko. Both golden oldies flew well and so did their models
putting in reasonable times.

The line up at Lumen Christie

1st place Dicko.
2nd place Rob Rowson.

48.7mph
44.86mph
Class two was a little faster and
four phantoms fronting up.
Kevin
(Hoops )Hooper had some trouble
getting off the ground and unfortunately ran out of attempts whilst
Graeme Cook produced some good
runs with his taipan 1.5cc powered
model. Adrian Dysons model powered by a PAW was reasonably fast
but Dicko and the MVVS managed to
get the fastest time in this class.
1st place Dicko.
63.5mph
2nd place Adrian Dyson. 58.3mph
3rd place Graeme Cook. 56.8mph
Class three was an old geezers
event with only three from Sam 270
competing. Hoops got things spinning and put in his three flights with
his PAW, Dicko flew with his re pro
Tyro made by David Burke of South
Australia which didn't do as well as
expected. This was probably due to
the engine coming loose causing a
nasty vibration. Once this was addressed it went much better but not
good enough for the PAW powered
phantom flown by Fish Hook McClure who put in the fastest time for
this class.

Hoops and Cookie

1st place Greg McClure. 61.5 mph
2nd place Dicko.
61.3mph
3rd place Kevin Hooper. 49.0mph
Dicko and Richard tune up
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PHANTOM DAY 2015
Class four was a competition between Dancing
Dicko and soft shoe shuffle Dyson. Adrian has a
perfectly choreographed shuffle whilst flying which
is probably from years of team racing and looks a
treat compared to Dickos bush stomp in his steel
caped work boots. Adrian flew a Parra powered
model which went fast and sounded sweet. Dicko
flew a Fora which was a bit off song and couldn't
quite catch the same time as Adrian.
1st place Adrian Dyson.
2nd place Dicko.

Hoops and Cookie on take off

66.9mph
64.0mph

There were more spectators than flyers on the day which is encouraging as they had as much fun as the
flyers. Whispers where heard of new models going to be built for next years event from the spectators stand
which is encouraging for this fun event. Those who would like to try their hand in the circle of Phantom Fun
contact Dicko or Greg McClure for plans and details.
A big thank you to the guys at TARMAC particularly Norm Kirton for Being the CD, and the helpers on the
day operating stop watches, can't wait until next year.
Dicko
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Armchair Modelling.
I

have opened my eyes, and by doing so, have removed a level of frustration from my life! I feel
liberated, and happier for it and now I wish to let
others know, in the hope that it may benefit them.
Let me elucidate:
You might be someone that I aspire to be.
Maybe you have got to that enviable stage where
the mortgage is fully paid off, or even simply that
income is now greater than expenditure. You may
even be a Lottery winner. You may also be one of
those lucky chaps whose time is unencumbered
with the demands of work, family and spouse. You
may be lucky enough to have your garden and
accommodation sorted well enough such that a
quick canter around with the vacuum and duster
is all that is needed to have it set for a visit from
the vicar or maiden aunt. Or perhaps you have a
Utopian spouse who insists that evening times are
a time for your relaxation, and that if to relax you
need to shut yourself away in the garage, workshop, or converted loft emerging several hours
later covered in a fine layer of balsa dust or foam
bobbles and a contented smile, then that’s fine by
him/her.

B

y way of introduction, The author of this interesting piece was first brought to my attention
when I took part in a build off on ‘RC Groups’ website with an electrified Keil Kraft Gypsy. The gentleman in question called himself ‘Colonel Blink’
and we immediately struck up a friendship on the
forum. As you read the article you soon realise
what a talented and very witty writer he is, indeed,
if you go to RCGroups and look up some of his
old build logs you’ll meet characters he has created like Colonel and Lady blink of Blink towers and
their daughter Pippa Blinkette, all hilarious stuff
and well worth visiting.
I met CB in person at the recent Pontefract Retro
radio do I attended earlier this year in the U.K. I
walked up to a crowd of fellows gathered around a
model biplane which I recognised and announced
,‘I don’t know what you look like but one of you has
to be Colonel Blink!’ He raised his hand and said
‘guilty as charged’ and we became instant friends.
I said ‘I can’t keep calling you Colonel Blink so
what’s your name?’ He revealed himself as Colin
Baxter and as it turns out he recently had a P39
Airacobra published in RCMW and we in Australia
were up to date with the magazine release date, I
would have seen his name anyway.

This may describe you (in which case read no further), but conversely.....
You are far more likely to be an ordinary chap like
me, who gets home after 11 hours out of the house
working, and travelling to and there from. Before
the door is closed, you are greeted by the youngest members of the family presenting you with
broken toys to mend, homework requiring your
assistance, computer games that have reached
some impossible point and as a parent you are
expected to instantly be able to get past the problem (are you kidding??), plus requests to taxi them
to friends’ houses, Brownies, gymnastics etc. Having finally got front door shut and shoes and coat
off, it is then the beloved spouse’s turn to regale
you with news of vacuums that don’t suck like
they should, cars that ‘made a funny noise’ (but
no recollection of what the noise was, nor when it
made it), instructions to inform them what they/you

Enjoy the read,
Gary Dickens
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continued from previous page..

should prepare for tea, requests to do something
about a dripping tap/squeaky floorboard/sticking
door, enquiries about the milk that you knew had
almost run out, and finally wanting to know when
you are going to decorate small child’s bedroom.
In short, the general cacophony of life.

I would suggest that Armchair Modelling (or for
our Transatlantic cousins, ‘Recliner Modeling’) is
already practiced by 99.9% of Practical Modellers
to a greater or lesser extent. I believe that it is a
part of the activities of not only Aeromodellers but
those modelling boats, cars, railways, figurines, or
even those dedicated people whose desire it is to
build a 1/5th scale model of the Taj Mahal from
used matchsticks and Blu Tack. It is in fact, a truly
cross functional practice that most probably don’t
even realise they are doing, as it is already woven
into the fabric of their hobby of ‘Practical Modelling’.

Still, there’s always the weekend to look forward
to, innit…….? Not exactly, as those two halcyon
days are full of the things you have managed to put
off from your exhausted arrivals home throughout
the week. Added to this agenda are surprise familial tasks, visits and ‘days out’. Like the proverbial
magic porridge pot, whatever you do to get rid of
the contents, there is always more remaining. No
matter how much you achieve by 6pm Sunday,
the outstanding requirement will always be greater than it was at 9am Saturday when you awoke
full of hope.

‘But Colonel’ I hear you ask ’What are you chuntering on about – what exactly is Armchair Modelling?’
Well, although it is difficult to define parameters,
simply put it is the fact finding, the research, the
planning and the general getting into and having
a rummage around in a project, but stopping short
of actually producing anything. It is the making of
sketches, the keeping of notes and files, the purchase and poring over of plans, the planning of
modifications, and the wrestling with barely understood concepts, technologies and calculations. In
extreme cases, accoutrements and accessories
may even be bought for a number of projects. The
important part is that nothing is ever actually modelled.

But please don’t think that I am complaining. I understand that it is merely part of being an adult
in today’s society, and where I am in the script of
my life. If this weren’t such a wonderfully cosmopolitan and international forum, I would say that
it’s all part of Growing Up And Being British. In a
perverse way, I welcome this normality. I am quite
sure that in their own way every generation has
had the same sort of pressures as I; just slightly
different subject matter. No, I have no major issues with my situation – it’s just that time to pursue
those primarily boyish activities such as the construction of miniature transportative conveyances
beloved by readers of these forums is a rare commodity indeed. It would take either a hardened
attitude, a receptive spouse and respectful family
(or probably all three) to shoehorn into the weekly
schedule a chunk of time that would make it worth
commencing a project with any more than an infinitesimal chance of continuation, let alone completion. Hence to bullishly force some modelling time
into my life would cause excessive friction and unhappiness; but not to do so is to live a life of underlying frustration and mild irritation. For instance, I
have had some 3S lipos and a ‘hot ‘ motor to nail
into my EasyStar for several months now, but never the couple of hours required…..
So what is the alternative for the fiscally and horologically challenged enthusiast? Gentlemen (and
lady, there at the back…I do not intend to discriminate), I have discovered the gentle art of ‘Armchair
Modelling’!

‘You silly old duffer, Colonel, what’s the point in
that? Modelling means making summat’
Au contraire, Monsieur le Voice de Raison….I
would suggest that Armchair Modelling has just as
much right to be considered an arm (oh dear, a
pun has crept in) of modelling as the many other
subsets of modelling that suit others. The point is,
it is entirely suited to the time- and cash-strapped
modeller surrounded by the whirlwind that is Family Life. In fact it has a number of advantages over
Practical Modelling for the above mentioned chap:
a) Time: Time slots can be much smaller for Armchair Modelling than for Practical Modelling. It is
possible to apply one’s mind to a problem or a facet or an interest in a project in the space of seconds. For instance, whilst writing this sentence I
have suddenly thought of the possibility of powering the KeilKraft Cub (Jetex version) using multiple
14
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continued from previous page..

Rapier motors for a vertical launch. I now need to
find the impulse power of a Rapier and equate it to
the projected weight of the finished model to find
out whether vertical launching is feasible….

projects. These online conversations invariably
lead to a change in direction or even a new project. The good thing is that as no Practical Modelling has been done, nothing is wasted!

b) Location: A large part of Armchair Modelling can
be carried out in eclectic locations. I have Armchair
Modelled on a train, halfway up a mountain, during
lunch, whilst watching TV etc. During a meeting is
an especially fruitful time, because you normally
have a scribble pad, pen and a table. However,
you should be warned that there are certain other
times when it is not advisable to Armchair Model
for domestic harmony reasons…

Hopefully, you can see my point – Armchair Modelling enables me to pursue and enjoy modelling
at a time when Practical Modelling is well nigh impossible.
Hence, Milords, Ladies & Gentlemen, I commend
to the House that ‘Armchair Modelling’ is a viable arm of the hobby and request that it not only
be recognised without prejudice but actively embraced!!!

c) Opportunity: A combination of the above two
mean that it is possible to Armchair Model several
times a day – in fact, it is theoretically possible to
multitask with your normal daily activities such that
effectively you do it all day, possibly building up
into a sort of Multiple Organization.

I thank you.

d) Space: For the most part, space is less of a consideration than for Practical Modelling. Although
the occasional spreading out of plans for a 10ft
Minimoa does require a little elbow room, it is for
mere minutes whereas actually building said Minimoa requires far more space for far more time… If
one has progressed to Advanced Armchair Modelling (the aforementioned accoutrement collection),
for the most part these extras can be stored in
margarine or ice cream tubs and secreted in the
garage out of domestic sight, thereby avoiding the
‘Why did you buy that rubbish / How much did that
cost / What about all the other stuff you never do
anything with’ sort of interrogation.
e) Personal development: By making the research
and learning a major part of the activities one is
keeping oneself mentally fit and adept. I am currently wresting with the new thinking in Electrics as
progression has been swift since my last sojourn.
Working out the best powertrain combination for
an R/C electrified Wakefield (‘Flying Minutes’) is
keeping the grey matter agile and thirsty for knowledge.
f) Socialising. Armchair Modelling is giving me admirable excuse to wander around the forums and
the wider Net, conversing with knowledgable and
generally nice people about construction details,
experiences and technicalities of any number of
15
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Contest Calendar for 2015
Date

Event

Location

Start

March 1st

Combined Open

Meckering

9.00am

March 8th

Standard Duration

Oakford

9.00pm

Burford Duration

Oakford

11.00am

March 15th

WAFFS Free Flight Cup

Meckering

9.00 am

March 22nd

Maelstrom Mass Launch
Ebenezer Mass Launch

TBA

9.00am

Open Rubber State Championships

Meckering

9.00 am

March 29th

SLOP State Championships
April 12th

HLG/CLG State Championships

April 19th

Nostalgia

Oakford

9.00 am

April 26th

1/2A Texaco

Oakford

9.00 am

May 3rd

P30 State Champs / F1G Cup

Meckering

9.00 am

Combined Open / Free Flight Cup
May 17th

Power Scramble State

Oakford

9.00 am

May 24th

OT Duration

Oakford

9.00 am

2cc Duration Trial event

Oakford

11.00am

F1A, F1B and F1C State

Meckering

9.00 am

30th May– 1st June

Championships (TT)
31st May

Nostalgia /Vintage Glider

Oakford

9.00 am

June 7th

1/2A Electric

Oakford

9.00 am

OT Texaco

Oakford

11.00am

June 14th

’38 Antique

Oakford

9.00 am

28th June

Escargot Trophy

Meckering

9.00 am

Meckering

9.00 am

WAMAC Cup
Combined Open / Free Flight Cup
5th July

Open Power State Championships
F1B Crowley Cup
Combined Open / Free Flight Cup

July 12th

Nostalgia (State)

Oakford

9.00 am

19th July

Fuller, Nostalgia and F1Q

Meckering

9.00 am

Combined Open / Free Flight Cup
July 26th

Burford (State)

Oakford

9.00 am

August 15th – 16th

FIA Team trials F1A,

Meckering

9.00 am

F1B and F1C(TT)
Combined Open / Free Flight Cup
August 22nd -23rd

Possible weekend away

Dandaragan

September 13th

OT Duration (State)

Oakford

9.00am

September 20th

OT Standard Duration (State)

Oakford

9.00am

October 4th

1/2A Electric (State)

Oakford

9.00am

October 25th

Texaco (State)

Oakford

9.00am

November 8rd

1/2A Texaco (State)

Oakford

9.00am

November 22th

’38 Antique (State)

Oakford

9.00am

November 29th

Tomboy Rally

Oakford

9.00am
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Owen Engines
Klarich Custom Kits has been a family owned and operated business for over fifteen
yearsserving clients around the world. We produce partial model air plane kits.
Includingbut not limited toAntique old timer and Nostalgia free-flight. Hand crafting all
thecurved parts, we have put together a partial kit for free-flight and adaptive radiocontrolled
2301 Sonata Drive
Rancho Cordova, Ca 95670
Phone: (916) 635-4588
KlarichKits@gmail.com

Authorized agent for PAW, MP JET, and Schlosser
diesel engines and spare parts. GB reproduction
diesels and spare parts are our speciality.
Contact David Owen for a catalog at
owendc@tpg.com.au

Great products, excellent service, competitive pricing!

Aerotech Electronics

Model Draughting Services

Electronic ignition timers for sparkies!
Receiver activated shutoffs eliminate
mechanical switches and make your spark
ignition installation a breeze!

Providers of quality laser cut Antique, Vintage,
Nostalgia, Sport, Scale, Control Line and Free Flight
kits, plans and accessories.
		
		Dave Brown
		
31 Lane St,
		
Wallwerang, 2845, NSW
		Email: daveb@ix.net.au

Email Marvin Stern: IGN-sw@optimum.net

Want an Aussie made Ignition system?
Who you gonna call?

Peter Scott!!
Ignition coil assemblies with transistor ready to go only $70!!
. Contact qualmag@optusnet.com.au
Or Phone: (02) 9624 1262

Larry Davidson
66 Casa Mia Circle
Moneta, VA. 24121-5307
(540)721-4563
Supplier of specialist model equipment for
antique and spark ignition motors
Email: samchamp@jetbroadband.com

Texas Timers
Suppliers of clockwork and electronic timers and accessories for
free flight aircraft
We make thousands of excellent parts for collectors and model engine enthusiasts
all over the world. If you are in need of an authentic, well-made reproduction part
for any model engine, you have found the BEST and LARGEST source for
professionally produced antique model engine parts anywhere.

Hank Nystrom

Phone: (423) 282-6423

Email: info@woodysengines.com

Email: sales@texastimers.com

or Phone (269) 665-9693

www.texastimers.com
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